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ABSTRACT

Computer vision systems have to deal with thousands, sometimes millions of pixel values from each frame, and the computational complexity of many problems related to the interpretation of image data is very high. The task becomes especially difficult if a system has to operate in real-time. Within the Combinatorial Pyramid framework, the proposed computational model of attention integrates bottom-up and top-down factors for attention. Neurophysiologic studies have shown that, in humans, these two factors are the main responsible ones to drive attention. Bottom-up factors emanate from the scene and focus attention on regions whose features are sufficiently discriminative with respect to the features of their surroundings. On the other hand, top-down factors are derived from cognitive issues, such as knowledge about the current task. Specifically, the authors only consider in this model the knowledge of a given target to drive attention to specific regions of the image. With respect to previous approaches, their model takes into consideration not only geometrical properties and appearance information, but also internal topological layout. Once the focus of attention has been fixed to a region of the scene, the model evaluates if the focus is correctly located over the desired target. This recognition algorithm considers topological features provided by the pre-attentive stage. Thus, attention and recognition are tied together, sharing the same image descriptors.
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INTRODUCTION

Attention in humans defines the cognitive ability to select stimuli, responses, memories or thoughts that are behaviorally relevant among the many others that are irrelevant. Thus, attention has been often compared to a virtual spotlight through which our brain perceives the world. Based on concepts that emanate from the human perception system, computational attention models aim to develop this ability in artificial systems. Humans and animals are able to delineate, detect and recognize objects in complex scenes ‘at a blink of an eye’. One of the most valuable and critical resources in human visual processing is time (Evolution conditioned the usage of this resource sparsely, because of survival necessity), therefore a highly parallel model is the biological answer dealing satisfactorily with this resource, since ‘all complex behaviors are carried in less than 100 steps’ (Feldman et al, 1982) (called the 100 step rule). That is, since neurons have a computational speed of a few milliseconds and each perceptual phenomenon occurs in a few hundreds of milliseconds yield that biologically motivated algorithms must be carried out in less than 100 steps. Tsotsos (1988, 1990, 1992) performed complexity analysis to show that hierarchical internal representation and hierarchical processing are the credible approach to deal with space and performance constrains, observed in human visual systems.

In the last years mobile robots have begun to address complex tasks that require them to obtain a detailed description of the environment. Human-robot interaction and object recognition are two examples of tasks that could be hardly achieved using range sensors and that usually need the use of vision. In these cases, the broad amount of information provided by vision systems makes its use more computationally expensive, a problem that can be solved by dealing only with a set of image entities (regions, points or edges). Following this feature-based strategy, it is now easier to find proposals that solve the simultaneous localization and mapping problem or the human motion capture problem using vision, without employing external beacons or markers. If a mobile robot needs to solve several different tasks, we must consider that each task will need the detection of a specific set of features (local points of interest, human body parts...), so the perception system should be also changed according to the task. In this way, not only the generality of use is lost but also the robot will need to simultaneously manage different perception modules, as it will need to correctly attend to a very diverse set of situations. In biological vision systems, the attention mechanism is responsible for preselecting possible relevant information from the sensed field of view so that the complete scene can be analyzed using a sequence of rapid eye saccades. In recent years, efforts have been made to imitate such attention behavior in artificial vision systems, because it allows optimizing the computational resources as they can be focused on the processing of a set of selected regions only. Moreover, although these models can be influenced by the task to reach, they also include a bottom-up component to choose the more relevant item of the scene independently of the task. This allows to link perception and action, with perception influenced by the task to reach and the action by the perceived items.

The aim of this proposal is to present a new object-based framework of visual attention. With respect to previous approaches, our main contribution will be the representation of objects not only using appearance information, but also its internal topological configuration. This system will integrate bottom-up (data-driven) and top-down (model-driven) processing. The bottom-up component will determine salient ‘pre-attentive objects’ by integrating different features into the same hierarchical structure. Specifically, we propose to achieve this perception-based grouping process using a Combinatorial Pyramid (Brun and Kropatsch, 2001). Using this framework, the image topology will be preserved at upper levels; allowing correctly encoding relationships among